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Abstract

the system designer predict the fit of the logical design
to the implementation technology.
Chip floorplanning is a costly, time consuming task
which may require several design iterations. In the process of floorplanning a large VLSI s stem, the floorplanning systems or the designers neeJto have accurate
estimates of the total areas and aspect ratios of the individual modules. Having this information reduces the
number of design iterations by excluding many of feasible but inferior solutions a priori. This improves quality
of solutions. In addition to the floorplanning uses, having accurate estimates of the average interconnection
length is beneficial since it is a measure of how good
the placement and/or partitioning processes are.
Previous interconnection analysis efforts have failed
to produce accurate (within 10%) estimates. Furthermore, in order to make the appropriate trade-offs during
floorplanning, it is desirable to know the range of possible shapes (shape constraint functions) for the cells
that compose a desi n. These issues are addressed by
our procedural mode? which uses the structural features
of the logic design and captures the characteristics of
the physical design processes (placement, global and detailed routing).
In this paper, we present an accurate interconnection length and layout area predictor for standard cell
layouts. For each size of net (as measured by the number of pins , we consider all possible distributions of pins
on rows. El y averaging over all such in configurations,
we compute interconnection lengths, Ledthrough counts
and channel spans of the nets. (See Figure 1.) Summing
over all nets, we obtain the total interconnection length
and the total number of feedthroughs crossing the rows.
After computing the re uired number of wiring tracks
and the number of feelthroughs crossin the longest
row, we estimate the chip width and heieht. We have
modeled the placement, global and detailei routin processes accurately enough to predict wire length an8 area
within 10%.
The area predictor generates accurate shape constraint relations over a wide range of aspect ratios. We
have verified our model by generating actual layouts using the Timberwolf placement, [SeSa86],and the global
[CoPr88] and detailed router [Pre89] in the Xerox PARC
DATools system [BaMS88]. However, the approach is
more general and can incorporate other models of placement and routing.
The next section places our work in perspective
through a survey of the previous research efforts in interconnection analysis. Section 3 gives an overview of the
procedural approach to interconnection analysis, states

In this paper, we present an accurate model for prediction of physical desi n characteristics, such as interconnection lengths a n f layout areas, for standard cell
layouts. This model produces accurate shape constraint
functions (height versus width of the layout over a range
of aspect ratios) by considering the lo ic design specification, the physical design process a n f the physical implementation technology. Random and optimized placements, global and detailed routing are each abstracted
by procedural models that capture the im ortant f e a
tures of these processes. E uations that deine the rocedural model are presentet? Predictions of layout cgaracteristics that are within 10% of the actual layouts are
achieved over a range of circuit functions and sizes. We
have verified both the global characteristics (total interconnection length and layout area) and the detailed
characteristics (wire length and feedthrough distributions) of the model. Accurate prediction of physical
design characteristics are useful for floorplanning, for
evaluating the fit of a logic design to a fabrication technology, and for studying placement algorithms.

1

Introduction

Interconnection analysis considers the logical design,
physical design process and implementation technology
to predict physical (layout) characteristics, such as pm
utilization of packages, total interconnection length and
layout area. Good physical design of large systems requires accurate estimates of the physical characteristics
of the individual modules for area planning, optimal
placement and routability predictions. Often the physical design process must be repeated if the estimates are
not accurate. To achieve the required accuracy, proper
abstractions of layout processes and physical structures
are necessary. However, the appropriate level of detail
is important because too much detail can result in performing the task rather than predicting the results.
Interconnection models have many uses. Good models can evaluate the capability of a new fabrication
technology. Interconnection analysis can determine
routability of the pro osed logic design subject to the
constraints of the tecknology, and therefore, helps the
system designers trade off aspects of the design and the
technology. It is also important to be able to predict
whether each element of the design can be constructed
in the given technology. Interconnection analysis lets
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our assumptions, and ives a high level description of
our computational mosel. The details of our com utational model for random placement is presentet? in
Section 4. Optimized placement is briefly discussed in
Section 5. A more com lete description of the optimized
placement model may {e found in [PePr89]. Results are
presented in Section 6 followed by conclusions in Section
7.

rule. He assumed a hierarchical structure where only
a fraction of the pins inside a cell are connected to
pins outside the cell (the “encoding” assumption). He
showed that such a structure exhibits Rent’s rule. He
also demonstrated that a randomly constructed design
does not conform to Rent’s rule.
A major thrust in stochastic approaches models the
interconnection characteristics of the design as a stationar process. The wiring requirements are computed
by m&inq assumptions about the probability distributions of wires. An early attem t to formalize the characteristics of com uter logic Zesigns was published by
Donath [Don70]. Jfe defined a top-down hierarchical design ap roach in which each step of the expansion of the
hierarciy is modeled by the substitution of a pattern
of interconnected cells for each block. These patterns
are selected randomly from a fixed pattern library by
a stochastic process. Based on this model, Donath established the relation between the cell-to-pin ratio and
performance.
Heller et al., [HeMD771 addressed the problem of estimating wiring space requirements. He modeled interconnection wires as independent two-point wires originating stochastically (with a Poisson distribution) at
some cell, covering a random distance (an average interconnection length and terminating at some second cell.
Based on this mo el, he derived the probability of wiring
completion of some number of cells in a limited number
of wirin tracks. His model correctly predicts the relative dikcult of wiring completion in various designs.
El Gamal [Ek81] refined Heller’s model. His model
assumes a regular two-dimensional array of cells. The
generation and length of interconnectin wires are modeled as in Heller’s work. The path trave?ed by each wire
is established randomly, with the restriction that its
endpoints be separated by a Manhattan distance which
is equal to the path length. El Gamal derived from
this model the minimum number of wire segments, and
hence the minimum wiring area required for the square
array of cells. He concluded that the overall minimum
wiring area is of order N210g2N where all cells have
been placed in an N x N array.
Sastry and Parker [SaPa86 used a model very similar to El Gamal’s. They mo eled interconnections as
independent two-point wires coverin an average len th
and derived expressions for channef widths, proba%ility of routing completion, and wire lengths. They
showed that wire length distribution has the form of
a Weibull distribution with location and shape parameters. These parameters must be computed based on
the net lengths obtained from actual layouts. Kurdahi
and Parker [KuPa89] presented an area estimator for
standard cell la outs. They assumed rows of equal size
double entry cefis, constant pin pitch, two-pin nets and
minimal rectilinear connection paths. Their model assumes birth of a wire at pin slot i and length of a wire
1 are independent random variables with probabilities
p ~ ( i and
) p ~ ( 1 ) They
.
suggested uniform distribution
for p ~ ( i and
) geometric distribution for p ~ ( 1 ) .Based
on these assumptions, the required routing area is estimated. This model, however, requires knowledge of
average interconnection length which is computed by
fitting curves to known data.
These models, although of reat theoretical interest, are too general to be useful for specific design decisions. They require knowled e of empirical parameters
or hypothetical wire len th Jstributions. Assumptions
about wire length distrkutions are either not verified
in practice or require fitting curves to the actual layout
data. Many area estimators require wire lengths as input. The accuracy of the area estimates is, therefore,

Prior Work
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Interconnection analysis models are divided into three
categories: empirical, theoretical, and procedural. Empirical studies produce expressions for physical characteristics by extracting information from actual designs
and fitting curves to the data. Theoretical studies produce closed form expressions by making simplifying assum tions about the interconnection structure. Procedura? models consider more detailed aspects of the actual design processes , physical structures and interconnection structure of the design to improve the accuracy
of the predicti0ns.l

2.1

Empirical Models

d

The initial work on the wiring requirements was performed by Rent in early 1960’s. He derived Rent’s rule
which is a relationshi between the IO count and the
cell count of a design g y fitting curves to the empirical
data from various computer designs

ioCount = (averageCellSire) x (cellCount)’
where r is Rent’s ezponent. Landman and Russo
[LaRu’ll] studied the relation between cell versus IO
counts and the Rent’s exponent. They showed two different values of Rent’s exponent must be used depending
on the number of cells, that is, the circuits with lar er
cell counts and smaller ackage counts have smaier
Rent’s exponents. Donat! [Don791 reported that values of Rent’s exponent ranged as hi h as 0.75 for highly
parallel designs and as low as 0.47 for hiehly serialized
designs. Sastry and Parker [SaPa86] derived an interconnection length distribution that fitted actual designs.
These models require knowledge of empirical parameters (such as Rent’s exponent) that are computed from
actual design instances. An implicit assumption is that
the design instances used in deriving the values of these
parameters have the same interconnection structure and
design characteristics as those of the design under consideration. This assumption limits the applicability of
the empirical formulas.

2.2

d

Theoretical Models

Theoretical models produce closed form, mathematical
descriptions of the physical characteristics from lo ic designs and physical implementation technologies. $hese
models provide general trends but lack sufficient detail
to re resent individual designs accurately. They are useful w
n
e!
little is known about the actual design process.
These models are divided into two categories: deterministic and stochastic.
Deterministic models rely on parameters extracted
from actual design instances. The effects of the physical
design processes are characterized by simple, measurable parameters. Donath [Don691 devised a plausible
structure for a logic design which conforms to Rent’s
For a more comprehensivereview, refer to [Han88].
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bounded b the accuracy of interconnection length estimates. To g e useful for desi n work, however, estimates
with 10% accuracy are neefed. In order to achieve this
level of accuracy, pro er abstractions t o model layout
processes and physicafstructures 85 well as careful analysis of the interconnection structure of the desi n under consideration are necessary. Theoretical mod& lack
this level of detail and therefore produce results that are
not accurate enough for today's design work.

2.3

The basic model assumes independent interconnectipns, a random placement process, a minimum spantree lobal router such as those described in
:%184] an [CoPr88], and a left edge channel router,
for example [Deu76] and [HaSt71]. To obtain estimates
within lo%, we incorporate knowledge ofthe placement,
global and detailed routing processes. The average interconnection length, the expected channel span and the
expected number of feedthroughs for nets as a function
of net sizes (number of pins on the net) are computed by
considering all pin configurations (various assignments
of pins to rows) and avera in over all state^.^ Knowledge of the global and detAefroutin processes is used
to predict the number of pins (on a ne$ in a channel, the
feedthrough locations and the wire lengths for different
pin confi urations. By summing over all nets, the total metoh and metal2 lengths and the total number of
feedthroughs can be computed. Then, the chip width is
estimated from width of the cell row with largest number of feedthroughs . The chip height is determined
from the sum of row heights plus channel hei hts.
The improved model approximates the ebects of a
urposeful placement by spatially restricting the possib e positions of d pins on a net to a x x y grid (x and
y are functions of the interconnection structure of the
design and the net size). It, then, computes the average interconnection length and the expected number of
feedthrou hs for each size of net.
Giventnowledge of standard cell layouts and model
assumptions, the model equations follow logically (without reference to any empirical or arbitrary parameters).

f

Procedural Models

Procedural models incorporate greater detail and a
lower level of abstraction compared to other models.
They rely on relations derived from knowledge of the
actual design processes, interconnection structure of the
design, physical layouts of the leaf cells and layout rules.
These models extract interconnection characteristics of
the design and combine them with abstractions of the
placement and routing processes to give estimates without need for arbitrary wire length dlstribution assumptions or em irical parameters.
Sechen Lec871 presented an interconnection len th
estimator which gives accurate estimates for small %esigns. He assumed square cells placed on an square
two-dimensional grid. For each size of net, the half
perimeter of the smallest rectangle enclosing all pins on
the net is computed. Various scenarios and a look up
table are used to determine all ossible arrangements
of cells which establish a iven gounding box. Total
interconnection len th is t%en computed by summing
(over all nets) t h e a a l f perimeter len ths of the rectangles enclosing pins on the nets. Secgen's abstraction
of the layout surface make his model most applicable
to "seai-of-Bates" style. His approximation of total interconnection length for nets with large number of pins
(> 4) is not accurate enough for our purposes? We
implemented an interconnection length estimator based
on half perimeter lengths of net bounding boxes. For
the circuits in our test suite, errors up to 30-40% were
observed.
Chen and Bushnell [ChBuSS] introduced an area estimator for random placement with the assumption that
wires do not share tracks. The derived the expected
number of wiring tracks, and fee&hroughs in the central
row, and thereby, estimate the chip width and height.
The authors do not attempt to model global and detailed routing processes and do not differentiate between designs based on their interconnection structures.
Their estimated chip area for small desi ns is 40-70%
over the actual chip area, and the num%er of wiring
tracks is overestimated by a factor of 2-3. No data is
presented for medium or large size designs.

3

4

The Basic
Model

Interconnection

The inputs to our area estimation model are the logical
design specification and the primitive cells included in
the s ecification. Following the standard cell model
doubg entr cells are placed in rows and interconnected
in routing ciannels among the rows. The outputs of the
estimation model are the estimated total wire length,
wire length distribution, the estimated total number of
feedthroughs, the feedthrough distribution, chip width
and height and chi area.
A standard c e t layout is modeled as a regular
w x n arra where n is the number of rows and w
numCe&/n) is the average number of cells per row.
ires follow rectilinear paths with horizontal segments
on one layer (called metal1 or M I ) and vertical segments on another (called metal2 or M2). The average
cell width is com uted from the cells actually used in
the design. The Easic model assumes a random placement but optimized global and detailed routing processes. The following important aspects of the algorithms have been incorporated. The placement process
uniformly distributes cells on the w x n grid. The global
router finds a minimum spanning tree to connect pins of
nets. We assume that wiring for a net does not meander
outside the boundin box defined by the pins on the net
and that feedthrou i s are placed a t the intersections of
cell rows and the eiges in the spanning tree connecting
pins on the net. We assume a channel routing paradigm.
Over-the-cell routing is not considered.
The assumption of inde endent nets allows us t o
compute the wire length an$ feedthrough contribution
of each net separately. The random placement assump
tion implies uniform pin distribution over the layout sur-

Model Overview

We present two interconnection models: basic and imgroved. The basic model features a random placement
ut optimized global and detailed routing. Since the
random placement process can be characterized accurately, we can separate the effects of placement and
routing within the overall model. The improved model
extends the basic model by includine; optimized placement and is used in production. Optimized global and
detailed routing abstractions from the basic model are
retained.
2Chung[ChHw79] showed that the worst case length of a minimal rectilinear Steiner tree connecting d pins of a net tends to be
(&+ 1)/2 of the half perimeter length of the smallest rectangle
enclosing pins of that net.

3We assume that pins on a net do not share cells with other
pins on the same net.
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face and is captured in the M l L e n g t h and M2Len t h
equations. Consider a net with d pins uniformly
tributed On the W n grid. We compute sum of the
lengths of metal1 wires connectin all pins on the net
( M l L e n g t h ( d ) in units of cell pitcf) as follows:

where pins[k] is sorted in increasing order.4
WireLength(m) gives the expected length of the net
which has m pins in a routing channel ( 2 5 m 5 2w).
In order to compute WireLength m ) , we must abstract the main features of the detaile routing process.
We assume a channel router which finds the shortest
path inside the channel to connect the m pins on the
net and does not zigzag or meander outside the box
enclosing these pins. The equation for W i r eLength(m)
captures these aspects of the channel router and 1s given
by

8%

6

MILength(d) =
Min(d,n)

(7)

(:)d

MILengthContrib(i,

d,

i=l

The first term gives the probability of placine, d pins
on some subset of n rows. The next term gives the
number of ways we could select i rows from amon n
rows, and MlLengthContrib(i, d ) gives the contri%ution of a d-pin net occupying exactly i rows ( i 5 d ) to
the M l L e n g t h ( d ) .
In order to compute MlLengthContrib(i, d), we examine all different confi urations (groupings) of d pins
on z rows. We must s j v e an integer equation of the
form

The numerator is a sum over all possible spans of the
m randomly laced pins on a channel with w cells on
each side, an! the denominator is the number of ways
m cells can be chosen from amon 2w cells. The first
term in the numerator is the numeber of wa s spans of
1 cell pitches can be established within the ciannel, the
second term in the numerator is the number of ways the
remaining m - 2 pins can be placed on 21 - 2 cells, and
1 is the cell span established by the pins.
If we assume a single wire per track (using unity
track demand factor i.e. Vm Wirel;ength(m) = l ) ,then
the equation for M l L e n g t h ( d ) reduces to that of Chen
and Bushnell [ChBu88]:

i
c
t
j
j=1

=d

l_<tj_<w

The solution to this equation returns a list of sets. Each
set represents a distinct pin confi uration re resenting
pins of net on a single row. (See figure 2.) For example, if i = 3, d = 6 , w = 60, then solution to the integer equation is ( ( 1 , 1 , 4 ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) ,( 2 , 2 , 2 ) ) .Th'is e q u a
tion is efficiently solved y a recursive procedure. The
cardinality of the solution (list of sets) stron ly affects
the runtime of this model since the number ofsolutions
grows rapidly with d and i. Therefore, we approximate
results for ver large nets by dividing large nets into
cliques of smaier nets. NOW,

MlLengthContrib(i, d ) =

b'

i- 1

B ( i ) = id -

(X( j )

x B(j))

j=1

M l l e n g t h C o n t r i b ( i ,d ) =

(y (

Min(d,n)

x

i=l

M l C o n figLength(i,s e t )

where B ( 1 ) = 1 and B ( i ) , which is defined recursively,
gives the number of ways of placing d pins on exactly
z rows. Our com utational model, however, looks at
detailed pin distrigutions on i rows and computes the
average wire length by averagin over all states.
We compute sum of the lengks of metal2 wires connecting all pins of the net (M2Length(d) in units of
channel height) as follows:

where the first term gives the number of row permutations and the second term gives the number of distinguishable pin-to-row assignments. (We need not consider pin permutations within the same row.) Here,
rows[k]is the number of rows with k pins, and pins[k
is the number of pins on the kth row. For example, i
set = ( 1 , 1 , 4 ) ,then r o w s [ l ]= 2 and p i n s [ l ]= 1 .
Next, we compute the MlConfigLength(i, set)
which ives the expected length on the net if it assumes t8e configuration of pins described by a particular
set. MlConfigLength(i, set) is our abstraction of the
tlobal router and assumes that pins (on a net) on rows
o not share channels with pins on other rows. It is
given by

I

M l C o n f i g L e n g t h ( i ,s e t ) =
WireLength(pins[l])

I

CL=,

) x B(i)= 1

M2Length(d) =

M X e n g t h C o n t r i b ( i ) = B ( i ) x ChanSpun(i)

ChanSpan(i) =

ifi= 1

E;=,(. - 1 + 1 ) x ( ;1:

(9
.

+

~ i r e ~ e n g t h ( p i n s [ k 1] ) ifpins[l] = 1

) x (I - 1 )

I

'These equations model a minimum spanning tree global
router. A similar but different set of e uations is used to model
minimum Steiner tree globai routers. 3ame comment applies to
the equation computing NumFTs.

WireLength(pins[I ] ) +
WireLength(pins[k]+ 1 ) otherwise

xi=,
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where ChanSpan(i) is the expected number of channels
spanned by a &pin net occupying i rows). The first
term in the numerator is he number of ways spans of 1
rows can be established within the chip, the second term
in the numerator is the number of ways the remainin
i- 2 rows can be chosen from among n 2 rows, and 1is the channel span. The denominator is the number of
ways i rows can- be chosen from among n rows.
Next, we compute the expected number of
feedthroughs contributed by a d-pin net:

c

-

f

FTHeight(d) =

(i)d( 1)

Min(d,n)

x

i=l

x FTHeightContrib(i)

FTHeightContrib(i) = B ( i ) x N u m F T s ( i )

6'b

where NumFTs
is the expected number
feedthrou hs adde Y a net which is OcCuPYing
i rows an$ is given by

NumFTs(i) =

cr=,(n -I

of

+ 1) x ( f 5 ) x (I - i)

(9
.

.

The expression for N u m F T s is identical to that for
ChanSpan with I-i (number of feedthroughs) replacing
1 - 1 (channel span This is because the lobal router
does not add a fee through to a row whic! contains a
pin on the net.
The total interconnection length required to connect all the nets (totalM1Length and totalM2Length
in pmeters), and the total number of feedthroughs contributed by all the nets ( t d a l F T s ) are

The metall length for each net is divided equally
into a number of segments as determined bY the exected channel span of the net? The number and
En ths (in units of cell pitch) of all segments of a net
wit% d pins are given by

numSegments[dj = nets[d] x rM2Length(d)l
M 1 Length[d]
segmentLength[d] = rM2Lengt h(d)l
Now, the segment packing problem (in the absence of
vertical constraints)6 can be defined as follows: Find the
minimum possible number of tracks that accommodate
all net se ments such that sum of the unutilized spans of
individui tracks is minimized. Here we assume that all
routing is completed in one bi channel. This channel
is then divided into n - 1 a c t d routing channels. This
problem can be formulated as a constrained linear o p
timization problem and solved by linear programmin
techni ues. (See [PePr89].) A simpler and more e&
cient,?mt less accurate, approach is described in the
next par ra h.
I n s t 2 ofcomputing expected segment length for a
net with d pins (segmentLength[d]),we compute average segment length (over all nets) as follows:
totalM 1Length
augSegmentLength = totalsegments

d.

totalsegments =

Because of random placement process, we argue that
the segments in the channel originate according to a
Poisson distribution with parameter a where

segmentDensity =

totalMlLength =
nets[d] x M l L e n g t h ( d ) x avgCellWidth
nets

tdalM2Length =
nets[d] x M2Length(d) x avgChanHeight
nets

tdalFTs =

numSegments[d]
segments

nets[d] x FTHeight(d)
nets

where nets[d] re resents the number of nets with d pins.
Note that avgCXanHeight can be estimated only after
total number of wiring tracks re uired to accommodate
all interconnections is compute3. Distribution of wire
lengths and feedthroughs as a function of the number
( n e t j d ] ) or size of nets ( d ) in the logic design are compute as well.
Now that we have the metall lengths and channel
spans of nets, we can complete the model of the detailed router. We assume a left edge channel router that
finds the shortest path to connect pins on the net inside the channel and does not zigzag or meander outside
the bounding box enclosing these pins. A single trunk
is used to connect pins of any net inside the channel.
In addition, we assume that all branch la er conflicts
can be resolved by adding horizontal jogs. 6 u r abstraction of the channel routing process is composed of two
components: the wire length abstraction captured by
WireLength(m) equation iven previously and the segment packing into tracks a%straction described below.

tdalSegments
w x (n- 1)

and

a = segmentDensity x avgSegmentLength
totalM lLength
w x ( n - 1)
From this and a confidence level of c (= 0.999) for routing completion, the required number of wiring tracks
per channel is approximated as follows:
numTracka

k=l

e

xak

IC

k!

We have computed the total number of wiring tracks
required by the detailed router numTracks). Now
we must compute the number o feedthroughs crossing the central row. We can compute the number of
feedthroughs crossin each of the rows as follows. The
probability of a feeckhrough crossing row i (rows are
numbered from top to bottom starting from 1 ) is given
by

I

li A spanning tree obal router tends to divide the metufl wire
len th of a net equd among the channels spanned by the net.
sSince the positions of net segments are unknown, horimntal
constraints are absent as well.

From the d pins on the net, assume that j are placed in
rows above the ith row and d - ’ pins are placed in rows
below the ith row. ( i - l ) / n is, then, the probability that
one pin is placed in rows above row i and ( n - i / n is
the probability that another pin is placed in rows elow
row i. Note that if at least one pin on the net is placed
on row i , then P F T I n R o w ( i ) = 0. This is because the
global router does not add feedthroughs to a row which
contains some pin on the net.
We know that, for randomly placed designs, the
number of feedthroughs crossin the central row is the
lar est. To compute the probzklity that a d-pin net
wilycontribute a feedthrough to the central row, we set
i = n / 2 in above. Now,

of net, the neighborhood population is the number of
distinct primar input/outputs (10s) and distinct cells
which border t i e net. To a first approximation, placement of the net in question is mostly affected by cells
in the immediate neighborhood of the net. Therefore,
the placement characteristics of each size of net can be
estimated by the size of its average neighborhood population. An overview of the interconnection length area
estimation techniques for o timized placement fo lows.
See PePr891 for more detaif
&e compute the avera e interconnection length and
the expected number of feedthrouehs for nets with d
pins by spatially restricting the possible positions of the
d pins on the net to a x x y subgrid within the w x n
grid. The size of this bounding box is different for each
size of net and is computed from the average neighborhood opulation for that net. Due to the objective of
the pLement gPocess which only minimizes the half
perimeter lengt of the rectangle enclosing all pins on
the net, and due to conflicting demands of other nets, we
consider the d pins to be uniform1 located inside this
bounding box. By considerin all zasible aspect ratios
for this bounding box and all Afferent in configurations
within the box, and averaging over ay1 such states, we
compute the expected interconnection length and the
expected number of feedthroughs for the net. By summing over all nets, the total interconnection length and
the total number of feedthrou hs are computed. From
these the total width and heigtt of the layout are computed.

b

NumFTslnRow(i)=

{

P F T I n R o w( i )

xtotalFTs
Cr=’=,
PFTInRow(i)

In the above, we set d to be the average number of pins
per net (although the results are not sensitive to d ) .
The avgChanHeight is computed as follows:

avgChanHeight =

numTracks x trackspacing
n-1

Due to uniform number of cells and non-uniform number
of feedthroughs per rows, there is some dead channel
space at the corners of the chip that cannot be utilized
by the router (Figure 1). This area is accounted for as
follows:

6

areaCorrection = 2 x avgChanHeight x

w-1

E

j=1

(ChanWidth( [El) - C h a n W i d t h ( j ) )
2

C h a n W i d t h ( j ) = w x avgCellWidth+
NumFTsInRow(j) x ftWidth
Finally, chip width and height are computed as follows:

c h i p w i d t h = w x avgCellWidth+
N u m F T s l n R o w ( [Ell) x f t W i d t h
2
and

chipHeight = n x cellHeight+
numTracks x trackspacing

5

+ areacorrection
chip W i d th

*

The Improved Interconnection Model

The improved interconnection model builds on basic
model by including the characteristics of placement o p
timization. We retain the lobal routing and the channel routing features of the%asic model. The placement
optimizer minimizes the sum over all the nets of the
half perimeter of the rectangle enclosing pins of each
net. Pins inside the placement bounding box for the
net are not optimized for that net.
The effects of a purposeful placement on the interconnection structure are captured by net neighborhood populations which account for the local influence
of the other nets over the net in question. For each size

Experimental Results

We implemented our interconnection length and circuit
area predictor models in the Cedar langua e runnin
on Xerox Dorado workstations (2-MIPS mactines an!
incorporated the model into the DATools system develo ed a t Xerox, PARC [BaMS88]. Table 1 summarizes
e:t examples used to test the predictions. The counters
and the adders are synthesized by the DATools system.
The R S D is part of a Reed-Solomon error correction
circuit. The Primary1 is one of the benchmarks from
the physical design workshop [Pre87].
Tables 2 and 3 summarize the experiments comparing our area and interconnection length estimates with
the actual results. Our area estimates are within 10%
accuracy. We also verified the model by collecting detailed statistics about the actual interconnection lengths
and feedthrough heights as a function of the number
of ins on the nets and comparing this information
wit[ our estimated values. The close agreement demonstrates the robustness of our computational model. Table 4 summarizes this comparison for Primaryl. Fi ure
3 shows the predicted and actual shape constraint knction (chipHeight versus c h i p w i d t h ) for Primaryl. The
runtime is relatively independent of the size of design
but is strongly affected by the maximum number of pins
per net. For this reason nets with more than 18 pins are
divided into cliques of smaller nets. Each execution of
the model requires 30-60 seconds for the examples run.
We briefly note some sources of error. A lar e portion of our 10% error budget arises from the fact !%at we
operate on average behavior rather than worst case behavior. Although large scale features of the actual la outs (that is, layout area and aspect ratio, total metar1
and metal2 lengths and total feedthrough counts) remain relatively constant, the detailed wlre length and
feedthrough distributions as a function of number of
pins on nets vary as much as 20-40% from one layout
of the same circuit to the next. Our estimates of these
two distributions are close to the average over several
I05

layouts. Another source of error is the incom lete characterization of the physical design processes. b e do not
capture some aspects of the processes. For example, our
random placement abstractions do not include the interdependence of nets, our obal routin abstractions exclude an improvement glo a1 routin b a s e targeted toward reducing local congestions, a n i our channel royter
abstractions ignore vertical constraints amon
net segments in the channel. Some aspects of
ical desi processes we capture only partially. For example, E n f i g l e n g t h ( i ,set does not completely c a p
ture a spanning tree glob router and the statistical
technique presented previously to compute number of
tracks is only accurate to a first approximation.

%

: ; ;%
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Conclusions

[Don691 Donath, W. E. “Hierarchical structure of computers,” in IBM T. J. Watson Research Center
Repod R C 2392, March 1969.
[Don701 Donath, W. E. “Stochastic model of the computer logic design process,” in IBM T . J. Watson Research Center Report R C 31.96, November 1970.
[Don791 Donath, W. E. “Placement and average interconnection lengths of computer logic,” m IEEE
Trans. on Circuits and Systems, vol. CAS-26,
no. 4, pp. 272-277, April 1979.
[ElG81] El Gamal, A. “Two dimensional stochastic
model for interconnections in master slice circuits,” in IEEE Trans. on Circuits and Systems, vol. CAS-28, no. 2, pp. 127-138, February 1981.

We have developed an interconnection model that predicts interconnection lengths and layout areas for standard cell layouts. The procedural model abstracts the
important features of the physical design processes for
standard cell layout (placement, global and detailed
routing). The equations that define this model are based
on the functions performed by the design processes
rather than on unsubstantiated statistical distributions
or on arbitrary parameters. We extract the relevant
features (interconnection structure and leaf cell layouts)
of the logic d e s i y to provide parameters for the equations. The detai ed in ormation (wire length and channel span distributions) abstracted from the logic design
allow us to transform the twcFdimensional area estimation problem into two one-dimensional problems. Techindependence is achieved through parametrizing
:l$Eyout
design rules. These redictions are within
approximately 10% of the actual rengths and areas over
a wide range of layout aspect ratioe and over a range
of logic design characteristics. The prediction rocess is
very efficient; it takes no more than 60 secon8, to analyze each of the circuits posed as examples in this paper.
This model is useful for Aoorplanning to generate shape
constraint relations, for determining the fit of a logic
design to a fabrication technology, and for evaluating
placement algorithms.

[Ha881 Hanson, D. “Interconnection Analysis” , in
Physical Design Automation of VLSI Circuits,
Benjamin/Cummings Publ., Preas, B. and
Lorenzetti M., editors, 1989, pp. 47.
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I # cells I # 1 0s I # nets I # pins

EX.

Table 1: A summary of the example circuits used to verify interconnection length and layout area estimator.

Table 2: A comparison of predictions of chip width and height length ( p ) , and aspect ratio versus the actual data
for random placement layouts.

Example

I # rows I

predicted
I
I M11ength I M2 1ength I FT count I

actual

M1 Iength

I M2 1ength 1 F T count

Table 3: A comparison of predictions of total metall and metal2 lengths ( p ) and total number of feedthroughs versus
the actual data for random placement layouts.

# pins

. predicted
M 1 length I F T count

2

19.0

1

3:(1

225.58

I

3.22

actual
M1 1ength I F'1' count
19.49
I
3.60

U.,"

1.l

I

I 193.32

I

3.09

Table 4: Detailed net metall length (in units of cell pitches) and feedthrough count comparison for random placement
of Primary1 benchmark with 14 rows.

107

p‘

’

Din

Figure 1: This terminolo is used in the basic and improved interconnection models. M l L e n g t h of the net is sum
in units of cell pitches, Al2Length of the net is sum of metal2 wire lengths in units of
of the metal1 wire len
channel spans and FTfIeight of the net is the number of feedthroughs on the net.
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Figure 2: The allowable pin configurations for a seven pin net lying on three rows are shown here. The crosses
represent pins of the net.

c h i p height x I O 3

Figure 3: The predicted and actual sha e constraint functions for Primary1 are shown. The procedural model
produces corresponding results for other sesigns.

